OCTAVE NOIRE - NÉON

It is Africa, that first awakens the young Octave Noire to his musical senses. Not the least because he spent
the first ten years of his life in Ivory Coast. All so naturally, his music drew on this inspiration up to his latest
album“Néon”, which only bears fading references to the black continent. As a child, Octave Noire never
imagined his adult life other than being immersed in music. His parents, prodded by his repeated calls,
presented him with his first instrument. A small toy synthesiser. He was 10, and although he could not read
music yet, he managed to play his favorite tunes by ear.
After ten years of music lessons however, he was finally in a position to ful fil his wishes: He would become a
professional musician. He studied musicology at the Sorbonne university in Paris which proved a be fitting
tuition for a strong knowledge of the history of music. The experimental electronica of Kraftwerk or JeanMichel Jarre’s synths - that he would listen to as a teenager - all remained with him, as would a few
distinguished French chanson artists, Jacques Higelin especially - an artist as approachable at times, as
insane, at others.
And Octave Noire is no stranger to such exceptional mood swings. He, who had been fine tuning for a long
time to find his own voice, one that he now wishes to be open and accessible. His music, a powerful and
wide ranging electro-pop style, immediately projects visuals that are dear to him to the back of our heads. A
greatly evocative, moreover cinematographic, creative space from which atmospheres smoothly and
naturally ooze out.
Néon
“Cent millions d’années / Une seconde / Une éternité / Pour faire un monde » (A hundred million
years/ a second / An eternity / To create a world”.)
Such are the introductory words of the album “Néon”, simple and mysterious. Caught between the in finitely
small and in finitely big, the great and the mundane. “Néon is a rare gas that is found in the universe. But it is
also the regular lighting of some shady places, such as the local laundry”, con firms Octave Noire.
He writes his music as it comes using piano - a clear foundation - over which are layered electronic and
orchestral instruments. The sonic plethora that derives from it, however, manages to escape the saturation
point, thanks to impeccable structuring. “I hope one doesn’t feel too much of the sweat dripping out!”, worries
Octave Noire. Rest assured Octave, that this is never the case !
What is deeply felt, on the other hand, is his passion. What is perceptible, above all rather, are the images
that spring from his unbelievable lyrical jousting. They burst out with every song or so, built with crescendo
progression and throwing us into a kaleidoscope of different moods. As would a cinematographer.
And his deep voice, setting a clear line on top of his generous melodies, builds various atmospheres with
impressionist-like strokes. One feels like a burned out old dancing hall (“Disco”), one is soaked in hope (“My
Hand”), while another one even recalls a more steamy night of insomnia haunted by desire (“La Neige”)….

